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“Any dream worth having is a dream worth fighting for”
-Prof. Charles F. Xavier





Introduction 
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I grew up in a safe neighborhood by the coast of Norway, 
surrounded by sea and the industry that harvest the goods it pro-
vides. Luckily, in my case, the main road could also be seen from 
the living room couch, where I had a good panoramic view to the 
cars passing by. I remember when I was kneeling over the edge I 
could, not only name them, but also mimic the cars´ expressions 
shaped by the front and rear facials.

Fascination and great interest, soon led me to draw cars. I was 
surfing the web for inspiration, and everything I could find from 
other great car design artwork. Sketching and designing cars be-
came more fun and rewarding as my drawing skills and interest 
in cars grew.
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A well designed product is subtle and has only a few fea-
tures that highlight the main purpose of the product. It has 
to be clean and honest, but not so discreet that it loses at-
tention. The emotional dimension is being effectuated with 
beautifully crafted details that compliments, esthetically 
and functionally, and lifts the overall design to a new level. 
This captivates and seduces the observer to make him or 
her want to discover it further. Having this in mind, one of 
my favorite designers, Dieter Rams, says in his ten com-
mandments of design rules: “Good design is innovative. 
The essence of innovation must be clearly seen in all func-
tions of a product. The possibilities, in this respect, are by 
no means exhausted. Technological development keeps 
offering new chances for innovative solutions”.

About 
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About 

I want to challenge myself and extend my knowledge in automo-
tive design and to question what can be done to take it to the next 
level. I feel the today’s cars are not engaging enough or deer’s 
to think more out of the box. Cars that succeed to seduce and 
captivate people today are extreme sports cars that offers sneak 
peeks using glass or big opening solutions into the engine, sus-
pension, and how the car is put together. This, Together with beau-
tifully crafted details, is something I want to take one step further.
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DecemberNovemberOctoberSeptember
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Mid Review,  Dec 7th

Sketching and Photoshop (loops) (Final Execution)Package and Scale

Alias Modelling

Research phase

Schedule

Kick off,  Oct 10th
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Week 01 Week 05Week 02 Week 06Week 03 Week 07Week 52 Week 04 Week 08

January February

2013

Final Presentation, Feb 20th

Report, Feb 11th

5 weeks before exam, Jan 7th

Green phase Orange phase Blue phase

Milestones

Alias, report and Presentation Finalization + Model building
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Personal Experience
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Personal Experience
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Three days, an oceanblue Skoda Fabia and 700 km of 
winding roads along Costa Brava in Spain together with a 
colleague from SEAT.

We took off from Barcelona with a full tank of petrol, load-
ed cameras, a map and a print out with pictures of some 
amazing places to visit, all accompanied by Spanish eu-
rodisco on the radio. The weather was nice, happy people 
at the local markets, great wine, nice people and the car 
functioned brilliantly. It was the perfect Barcelona getaway.

The great thing about driving a convensional petrol car is 
the fact that there is no worries when it comes to range 
and distance. No planning is needed in advance. If it runs 
out of petrol there is always a petrol station.

Now, a few months later, I ask: Could this trip be possible 
using an electric car without experiencing range anxiety?
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Brand 
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Brand 
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For me,  Skoda represents the best example in automotive indus-
try when looking at brandbuilding and Image turn-around in order 
to attract more, but more important, new customer groups. Under 
the wings of Volkswagen, ŠSkoda is again able to gestalt their full 
potential.

Under the new slogan “The New Power of Škoda”, Škoda Auto pre-
sented its new corporate design with the Škoda Design Concept 
at the 2011 Geneva Motor Show. The key elements of its new cor-
porate design features are represented through their key words 
“freshness and precision”. 

“...Škoda is synonymous with attractive cars offering exceptional 
value for money, countless clever solutions and precisely exe-
cuted work. All this is clearly reflected by our updated corporate 
design. As it forges ahead, Škoda is eager to flex its newfound 
strength in the international arena” - Jürgen Stackmann, market-
ing and sales.
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Brand 

The new logo claims to reflect the Skoda’s new design 
language and the start of a new era in the company’s 
brand development. In brief, the new logo has kept the 
same lines, with the Indian arrow in the middle, but without 
the Skoda Auto text. 

The icon is featured in green to emphasize Skoda’s focus 
on ecology and environment. 
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Brand 

SKODA AUTO developed the ŠKODA 1100 OHC in the 
years 1956 and 1957 as a successor model for the SKODA 
1101 Sport. In the year 1958, the Czech race car driver Miro-
slav Fousek debuted with the car on the race track in Mladá 
Boleslav and won the race right away. This was followed 
by other victories at local races. 

With only 550 kilograms, the SKODA 1100 OHC is a real 
lightweight. The car is powered by an in-line four-cylinder 
engine with a displacement of 1,089 cm³ that is support-
ed by two Weber carburetors. The engine originated in the 
ŠKODA 440. It generates 92 PS at 7700 rpm; the top speed 
is around 200 km/h. 

Only four models of the SKODA 1100 OHC were built.– 
Two closed cars and two convertibles.
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What If a genuine rarity in motor sports gets  reinterpret and 
envisioned for the near future using cutting edge technology?

?





Research 
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First thoughts
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I believe my interest in architecture, ignited during my first 
year at the Oslo School of Architecture and Design, is the 
reason I want to experiment with interior/exterior. I tend to 
fall in love with buildings that is paying respect for its sur-
roundings and open up to the surrounding scenery by let-
ting the nature being the ever changing wallpaper in the 
house. An architect renowned for glass facades and open 
room layout is Mies van der Rohe. He was always paying 
attention to how buildings and furniture relate to each other 
using the German pavilion and the famous Barcelona chair 
as an example: “he understood the importance of using 
the correct furniture to complement the purpose of the 
building if there was to be harmony in design.” 

First thoughts

..he understood the 
importance of using 
the correct furniture to 
complement the pur-
pose of the building 
if there was to be har-
mony in design.”

“
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Another  architect, Renzo Piano, have said that he always 
visits the location before a new building gets built, not only 
to inspect the terrain, but also to see how seasons affect 
the location, how the smells feels like, the view and how 
the everyday life looks like. A house and a car don’t have 
that much in common, but they are both shaped around 
human beings. And in many ways the way they are built 
is also quite similar. They both have an inner frame with a 
protective body around, but while a house is placed on one 
place forever, a car has the option move around, making 
it possible to explore new and innovative vehicle dynamic 
architecture. 

First thoughts
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First thoughts
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reducing, simplifying and grouping parts and components 
in the automove industry have already been previewed 
on the 2007 Citroen C-Cactus Concept Car. I believe this 
will be a more important question in future mobility. This 
enables the development of a vehicle to progress faster 
and more efficient as production methods change. This 
also triggers new technological solutions, helps to keep 
the amount of parts to a minimum and enables you to put 
more functions into fewer elements. This thinking results 
in huge economical advantages in addition to a great en-
vironmental advantage. Fewer parts also mean smaller 
quantities of raw materials. 

First thoughts
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The key innovation on the Ford B-MAX is the adoption of a unique inte-
grated B-pillar door concept, which promises new levels of convenience 
and flexibility for small cars
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The design process in the car industry today is divided into 
two main areas; the exterior and the interior space of the 
car, together with component studios and color and trim 
input. They are usually separated to produce the best pos-
sible result before it gets assembled into a final product. 
In many ways this is a well proven method in this industry 
when developing such a complex product. 

In my approach I am envisioning a future design process 
where these studios work together to produce one com-
plete product. I’m picturing a process result where the in-
terior and exterior is working in perfect harmony with each 
other. The goal is to achieve a more connected feeling to 
the vehicle and an all around consistent brand DNA, inside 
and out. 

My approach will result in a more engaging product. Mak-
ing it more transparent and to open it up to the surround-
ings. In the automotive industry today there have been a 
few recent examples representing some of the same phi-
losophy. MINI, BMW, Citroen, Ford and Fiat have showed 
concepts with open roofs, removing doors or the door pil-

Interior Exterior

My approach will re-
sult in a more engag-
ing product. Making 
it more transparent 
and to open it up to 
the surroundings. 

“
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lars to open it up for access and adventurous reasons. 
Taking this one step further, will affect the general archi-
tecture and the body-on-frame philosophy of today’s 
cars, so by rethinking inner and outer space, I will have to 
rethink vehicle architecture as well. 

Interesting points to investigate by having this Interior/Ex-
terior approach, is to look at new driving sensations and 
how body senses can be used or felt in a new way. An-
other very interesting area in this concept would also in-
clude the intersection between the inner and outer space. 
How to feel close to nature but still be “inside” a vehicle? 
Can this be manipulated or changed while driving? Could 
interaction design be used to separate or unite? 

Interior Exterior
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Global Design
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The automotive industry has changed rapidly the last 
years where new markets have emerged and the manu-
factures have been forced to think more globally to make 
a greater impact to meet the market demands and to cut 
cost. This includes global marketing, new design strate-
gies, synchronized production and a manufacturer merge 
between each other to form new and more credible and 
efficient industry information and policies. This merge has 
in some cases resulted in more similar products, and de-
spite being an efficient and cost saving process by us-
ing the same global platforms, the overall product identity 
lacks personal attachment with the customer, the brand 
itself and its heritage.

Global Design
This merge has in some cases 
resulted in more similar 
products, and despite being an 
efficient and cost saving pro-
cess by using the same global 
platforms, the overall product 
identity lacks personal attach-
ment with the customer, the 
brand itself and its heritage.

“
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My research was focusing on the upsides of an environ-
ment friendly car mainly focusing on sustainable, ever-
lasting objects and materials, reduced amount of com-
ponents in production and an idea of an inside/outside 
vision for the owner and a reimagined design process of 
the vehicle. All good and interesting fields for further re-
search, but individually they didn’t have any innovational 
design opportunities. 

Then I decided to combine them, which led me into a 
path of future platforms and architecture in cars, where 
you as the owner owned, reused and updated rather than 
changed the platform when that need occurred.  (This 
came as a reaction to today’s situation in the car industry 
where platform sharing results in a product delusion be-
tween manufacturers. This concept could serve a more 
humanistic, personalized and user controlled need).

Research 
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Research 

This path and vision quickly revealed a far too ambitious 
aim for the project. It revealed a large engineering- and 
technological potential, and as a designer, I had to “zoom 
out” and find out how I could make my vision more design 
driven. 

The research has showed me that there is a big opportu-
nity for new and innovative ways to design a new platform 
layout for future vehicles. The enablers I combined for 
my initial result didn’t have any innovation potential apart 
from a personal desire to include them in some way. After 
a very constructive talk with Demian and Jonas I was en-
couraged to have a closer look at future production meth-
ods, materials, downsizing and technological innovations 
in order to fill an actual future user- and/or market need to 
make the concept more credible and substantial.

..closer look at...
downsizing and 
technological 
innovations in order 
to fill an actual future 
user- and/or market 
need to make the 
concept more cred-
ible and substantial.”

“
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Directions:

“Reinterpret automotive architecture to make exterior and 
interior function in perfect synergy with each other

-Reduce and group vehicle components for economical 
and production efficiency reasons. (Shown on the Citroen 
C-Cactus concept car)

-Experiment with innovative power sources and look at 
how they can fit in or even dictate the layout of the 
vehicle. For weight distribution reasons?

Research #1
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IBM 
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Batteries have in many ways been a revolution for how we 
propulsion cars today. It’s one of the best, if not the best, 
alternative for future power sources in cars. The downside 
however, is the fact that it dies out after a given range, and 
as we have learned, a battery takes time to reload. 

This is a problem IBM is currently working on. They will by 
2020 - 2030 launch a new type of battery that will more 
than double the energy density of some of the most cut-
ting edge lithium ion batteries of today. 

“A normal battery is made up of an anode and a cathode 
and electrolyte in between. For a lithium ion battery, lithi-
um ions travel from the anode to the cathode through the 
electrolyte, creating a chemical reaction that allows elec-
trons to be harvested along the way.” 
The IBM-solution for a new battery is called “Battery 500”, 
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IBM 

and is an open system technology that uses common air 
as a reagent which upon recharge releases oxygen back 
to the environment. The battery would pull in and use oxy-
gen in a similar way to how an internal combustion en-
gine draws in oxygen. IBM believes that this technology 
is ready for the market by 2030 (optimists say 2020) and 
will power a family car up to 500 miles on one charge.

Winfried Wilcke, Sr. Manager
IBM Research Divition

..it is a high 
risk, deep 
science 
project

“
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Winfried Wilcke, Sr. Manager
IBM Research Divition
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Design opportunities:

-“A car designed around a new idea of how a battery func-
tions rather than a car with an on-board battery pack”

-(I want to design an electric car based on the idea of a 
“new electric identity” rather than electrified existing 
vehicles.)

-Transportation in a future mobility environment 
demands high focus on sustainability, eco-friendliness, 
size and agility. 

Oxygen Harvesting Vehicle Concept for 2020

What if an innovative power source was embedded to 
dictate or inspire the shape of a compact, fun and agile 
GT for Skoda?

Research #2

The “Battery 500” Needs 
oxygen to effectuate the 
battery the same way hu-
mans and mammals need 
oxygen to survive.
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Inspiration 
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Aerodynamics
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Aerodynamics 
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Aerodynamics 

The optimal aerodynamical shape by Prof. Alberto Morel-
li was a revolution for aerodynamics in the early 80s. The 
shape claimed to have acheved the lowest aerodynamic 
drag coefficient.
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The key role of the diffuser on a modern racecar is to ac-
celerate the flow of air under the car, creating an area of 
low pressure, thus increasing downforce

What this actually means in real world terms is that the 
shaped piece of bodywork at the rear of say an F1 car, 
draws the air out from under the car. This literally sucks the 
car to onto the track creating much higher grip levels than 
would otherwise be available simply through the tyres and 
suspension setup. This is known as aerodynamic grip.

Aerodynamics 
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Aerodynamics 
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Scenario
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Scenario
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Mazda MX-5 Superlight Concept is an answer to the 
world of automobiles and individual mobility moving to-
wards energy efficiency, environmental compatibility and 
uncompromised safety - along with dynamic attributes 
and driving fun. In its efforts to offer pure driving enjoy-
ment, while meeting its ecological and social responsibili-
ties, Mazda has been focusing on weight reduction as a 
core base technology. For 20 years, reducing weight has 
been a tradition with the Mazda MX-5. It provided the in-
spiration for the radical design of Mazda’s latest show car 
and its radical interpretation of the cult roadster.
                                                                                        -Netcarshow

Benchmark 
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References 
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100% electric Peugeot EX1 Concept car is a visually striking 
two-seater roadster with a futuristic styling and an original 
architecture, designed to offer intense driving sensations 
as a celebration of the Marque’s 200th anniversary.

The Peugeot EX1 Concept has already broken several 
world records for acceleration from a standing start. It 
owes its stunning performance to its streamlined aerody-
namics, its ultra-light structure and its two electric motors, 
which give the car a cumulative maximum power of 250 
kW (340 bhp) and four-wheel drive.

As the preparations for the commercial launch of the iOn 
near completion, Peugeot demonstrates with the Peugeot 
EX1 Concept the exciting possibilities for electric power.
                                                                                                                     -Netcarshow
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References 

“With the BMW 328 Hommage, we wish to pay homage to 
the passion and inventiveness of the fathers of the BMW 
328”, explains Karl Bäumer, CEO of BMW Group Classic. 
“They created an icon, which is consid-ered a milestone in 
the history of the automobile.” The BMW 328 Hommage 
translates the principles and the character of the vehicle of 
that time into present times and offers a possible interpre-
tation of how the designers of that time, Fritz Fiedler and 
Rudolf Schleicher, might have built the BMW 328 in the 
present day using current technology.
                                                                                        -Netcarshow
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Moodboard
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Result 
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Ideations
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Ideations
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Key Directions
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Key Directions
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Wheel
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Development
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Final Theme
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Final Theme
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Alias
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Interior
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Airflow

I decided early that the batteries needed to be placed 
as close to the middle and as low as possible in order to 
achieve a low centre of gravity. As a result of this, the main 
airflow needed to be accessed between the driver and the 
occupant. This is being done by shaping the bonnet as 
a downward sloping duct with “blades” on each side to 
interupt and guide air through the mid airtunnel shaped by 
the seatstructure, which captures and guide it down to the 
batteries and out through the rear end.

The shape of the logo is designed to clearly communicate 
the airflow described through the typeface.
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Airflow

The airflow through the air tunnel reveals a beautiful ride 
through the vehicle, shaped almost like an instrument. 
What if this ride could effectuate a secondary fuction of 
sound as well? Air riding through  the tunnel could be a 
nice possibility to finetune a custom tuned sound for the 
vehicle. 
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Reflection

After weeks of research, writing, mailing, sketching, 
Skype-conferences, 3D-modelling and model building, I 
am happy to see that it all came together in the end. After 
a troubled start with brand- and brief confusion, I finally 
found a brief and a topic that have relevance in todays, 
and the near future, of transportation design. Without a 
good foundation I am not sure I could have kept inspira-
tion and motivation alive to carry out this result. 

Now, when the paint has dried and the final parts are ready 
to be assembled on the physical model, it’s easy to for-
get the periods where everything looked strange or when 
the project seemed far too complicated and complex. The 
project has been demanding in many ways. I have learned 
a lot about myself during this project, especially regarding 
time planning, schedules and decision taking. I know my-
self and my methods well, but I got to know these impor-
tant subjects the hard way at a critical stage in the project; 
the mismatch between deliverable 
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milestones and the produced material had to synchronize 
and decision taking was needed to straighten out the cre-
ative “bumps” along the way to find the right concept for 
the chosen brief. 

As I am writing this conclusion/reflection on the thesis 
project, the physical model is being prepared for the exhibi-
tion. I early decided that I wanted to build a physical model, 
both because I like to create and shape things with my 
own hands and because I believe it is the best way to com-
municate the concept. 

It’s been a challenging, fun and memorable ride, and it’s 
satisfying and rewarding to see the final result.
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